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ABOUT THE COURSE
Welcome to the small group series of Healing Thru Service. This six week study has been
taught around the world helping veterans and civilians overcome the effects of trauma. All
those who have applied these teachings have gone on to lead more successful happier lives. So
too will be true for your group. In these pages we will equip you to lead them well.

Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Healing Thru Service

Small Group Study

Service Project

Available On Amazon

Teambuilding Materials

Final Project

The book written by SgtQ is

Specifically designed to help you

As a group you will select a

mandatory reading for all QMissions

grow and develop a squad mentality.

service project and utilize all the

staff and Operation Restore Hope

Finding other like minded individuals

skills you have gained to serve

alumni. It is also used by multiple

to partner with creating a network of

others, bringing hope and

churches and police departments in

support.

healing to the community.

their peer support programs.

“Have Integrity In All Things”

COURSE MODULES
Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Toxic Camps

Step Out Of The Shadows

The 3 basic mental health camps

Here you get to peek into the mind of

we all find ourselves in and how to

SgtQ, learn the power of HOPE and how to

navigate through them.

understand a mental health condition by
comparing it to a physical wound

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Sub vs. Con: How The Brain Works

S.O.S.: Stuck On Stupid

We learn the basic operations of the

Here we learn how the brain makes a

highly complex human brain. The

nuro network of our past experiences that

difference between the sub concious

influence our behavior. How we can get

and concious mind. How they work to

stuck in unhealthy patterns and how to get

navigate us this life.

out of them.

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Negative Bias

Amygdule Hijack: Fight, Flight or Freeze

Our survival mechanism and how it

Our brain’s basic survival instint.

conditions our mind to find what we

How it works and what to do when it

focus on.

malfunctions.

Chapter 7

Chapter 8

Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life

Identity

Create new neuro pathways that will

We discover who we are outside our

positivatly influence our perception and

careers and our pasts.

our behavior.

Chapter 9

Chapter 10

Know Your Enemy

SRD: Structure Routine Discipline

Understanding the biggest enemy we

A basic formula that can be applied to

have is within us.

any problem to find success.

Chapter 11
Healing Thru Service
Taking everything you have learned
and putting it into practice to build a
more rewarding life by serving others.

LEARN

Now that you have learned the fundamentals of the award winning process Healing Thru Service, it is time to go
further. Refer back to your journal often to remind yourself of the things you have learned.

DO

Now spend time to create an infrastructure of service in your life. Utilize the journal and SRD that you have learned
to make this concept a lifestyle and serve in your community, rebuilding yourself, your family and community.

TEACH

You can also become a certified instructor and begin to teach this course to others and expand your influence.
Use this course to help heal your family, your church and community. Create a powerful team of Do-Gooders out
there changing the world, one act of service at a time.

JOIN SGT Q

You can submit your team for selection to join SgtQ and his Squadleaders on Mission around the world.

ABOUT SGT Q
Sgt Q has spent over a decade developing this award
winning program and has successfully been leading
veterans thru the program for the past several years.
Those who have attended the inperson training in
Rosoritto Mexico have gone on to lead extrodinary
lives in service to others. Taking control of their
mental health, empowered by their self discovery
and trained in the discipline of serving others these
individuals transform into force multipliers for their
communities.
Sgt Q himself has gone from homeless and suicidal to
employing over 100 people in the Pacific Northwest,
creating an award winning npo, and technology
startup. He has also been named Seattles Hometown
Hero and become a published author. He credits his
success to God and the process he learned on the
missionfield, the process of Healing thru Service.
He has had great success teaching these principles
to veterans across the country and is now making
this program available to everyone as a simple and
practical small group study. This six week course will
teach you the fundamentals of his success and start
you on your own journey of selfdiscovery, healing and
success beyond anything you could have imagined.

“Now Go And
Be A Force
Multiplier For
Good.” - SGT Q

